
  
 

 

Second-graders get scaled-down laptops 
 
By KATY YEISER 
Staff writer 
 
 
April 24, 2009 
 
Joshua Johnson sat at his desk at North Grove Elementary School with headphones in his ears and a textbook in 
his lap, while he wrote an assignment and locked his eyes on a small computer. 
 
The second-grader was doing a reading and podcasting assignment with his netbook, a compact, pared-down 
version of a laptop computer. 
 
The 8-year-old in Jillian Robertson's class had to read a story into the netbook's built-in microphone, listen to his 
own recording and write a summary of the story.  
 
The assignment spanned generations of educational technology with the old school (textbooks) and new school 
(netbooks) and featured his school's new classroom supplies: little laptops for little people. 
 
North Grove received 90 of the computers, which are each about half the size of a standard laptop, about two 
weeks ago through a $28,800 state grant, technology director Julie Bohnenkamp said. More than 20 other 
schools in the state received similar grants, according to the Indiana Department of Education. 
 
The netbooks have basic computing functions, including word processing, Internet search and school program 
software. They cost about $320 each. Bohnenkamp said the netbooks will let teachers mix traditional teaching 
with the technology students are familiar with. 
 
Students in three second-grade classes at North Grove will use them throughout the rest of the semester before 
handing them over to next school year's second-graders, Principal Brian Proctor said. 
 
The goal is to test the netbooks in the school's second-grade classes before determining how to expand them 
throughout the rest of the school district, Bohnenkamp said. 
 
"They are entrenched in (technology) all the time. Anything that is high tech, they will absorb it," Proctor said. 
 
Teachers have found that the students have adapted to the netbooks in the classroom, although some are behind 
on their keyboarding skills. The students also serve as each other's tech support, helping each other troubleshoot 
problems.  
 
In the three classes using the netbooks Wednesday, students continually helped each other find the right button 
to push on the netbook, Web site to browse and icon to click when working with software. 
 
"They are responsible for their learning, and I'm kind of a coach for their learning," teacher Kara Siner said as her 
students worked on their netbooks. "(The netbook) kind of takes it a step further than having only the book in front 
of you." 
 
Siner's class was sectioned off in different assignments with the devices.  
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A group of five students computed math problems through a computer game, while another group created a 
digital summary of a story by using an art application to draw a main character at the bottom of the page with a 
written summary above.  
 
Other students recorded podcasts after reading stories. 
 
In Robertson's class, each student was given a worksheet on an endangered species. The student had to look up 
information on an educational Web site by properly searching for their animal.  
 
She said she has used the netbooks about two hours each morning so far for grammar, spelling and reading 
assignments and workshops. But the students still go through spelling and writing tests without the computer, so 
they can learn how to write instead of simply how to spell-check properly, she said. 
 
The students who use computers more at home are more adept with the netbooks in the classroom, but students 
have been making themselves familiar with the little computers quickly, Robertson said. 
 
"It's amazing how much they already know," she said. 
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